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Introduction

I've never been someone who has enjoyed long forewords containing long drawn-out historical 
backgrounds. The only thing I will say is that this book contains a system you can use to structure 
your playing. The focus is on sound and the methods that produce them. The system can be 
combined with a checklist that facilitates the process of finding just the sound you need for the song/ 
the track that you wish to record or play. The checklist can be found on the next page. For each song 
you play you simply go through the different columns to find what suits /sounds best.
Going through this book can instantly make your playing more interesting to listen to. The book 
contains no exercises or patterns that require years of rehearsal to be used. If you apply the ideas in 
this book to what you already know you'll hear an immediate difference. By now, I have written more 
than I had in mind, so let's start.
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Chapter 1 - Style (tempo)

The first step of the process is to choose the style or feel you want to use for the current song.

Rock, Funk, Electronica, R'n'B, Soul, Gospel, Motown, 
Blues, Jazz, Big Band, New Orleans, Disco, Reggae, 
Calypso, Soca, Bossa Nova, Samba, Baiao, Batucada, 
Merengue, Cha-cha, Bolero, Mambo, Songo, Naningo 
(Afro-Cuban 6/8), Mozambique, Salsa, Tango, Beguine, 
etc. are examples of styles that one might start with 
when it´s time to plan a performance. And even if you do 
not immediately find a term, it is important to get an idea 
of how you want the result to sound. Then it immediately 
becomes much easier to choose the right groove, sound, 
etc. Also try to find out which tempo the song/ piece will 
have.Try to listen to as much different musicas possible 
and try to learn to imitate as many different styles as 
possible. This will give you a much bigger array of 
possibilities and the chance to find something that works 
will increase.



  

Chapter 2 - Pattern

The second step of the process is to select the pattern/ figures you plan on playing.

If you in chapter one have started with a specific style, it may happen that your choice of pattern is 
somewhat limited as you have to play something that seems authentic for that particular style. 
However, in most cases, there should be some room for your own creativity. You can also choose a 
style's feeling and not the typical pattern. If you want to create your own phrases, remember that 
there aren´t that much different building blocks . The number of binary and ternary combinations are 
very limited. It is the orchestration and how you layer the rhythms that makes it all interesting. Please 
feel free to transcript your patterns, but keep everything open to changes and improvisations.



  

Chapter 3 - Modification

This chapter shows you how to prepare the drum kit to produce different sounds.

1. Towel on cymbal

An effective way to get less treble-rich and more 
artificial-sounding cymbals with less sustain. Use 
any towel or other cloth and place it on the 
cymbal. Experiment with different sizes and 
thicknesses.



  

2. Towel on drum

The same effect as modification one. Produces 
a shorter and darker timbre. The drums get a 
certain "old school" character. Perfect for 
recreating the sound of older recordings or when 
the music requires fewer overtones.



  

3. Skin on skin

This modification lowers the drum's fundamental 
tone drastically. You get a darker tone without 
having to tune the drum. Works well for slow, fat 
grooves. One gets the impression that the tempo 
on the recording has been reduced.



  

4. Jingle stick on drum

Provides various options. One, you get access to 
a tambourine sound without having to hold the 
tambourine or to use a tripod. Two, at the same 
time your snare strokes trigger the sound of a 
tambourine (No need to buy a snare with jingles 
mounted in the frame). The third advantage is 
that you raise the pitch of the drum. Again, 
without de-tuning it.



  

5. Drumbal on drum

A drumbal is a small cymbal with a handle. If you 
put the drumbal onto the drum you get two 
different, distinct sounds. A metallic, artificial 
sound (when you hit the drumbal) and a pitched 
up, brighter sound (when you hit the drumhead). 
Perfect for various electronic grooves.



  

6. One-shot shaker on drum

Gives you two distinct sounds. One when you hit 
the shaker and one when you hit the drumhead. 
Works well as an alternative to the cymbal/ hi-
hat. The shaker also raises the pitch of the drum 
and shortens its sustain. Use a strap to hold the 
shaker in place.



  

7. Drumstick on drum

This modification provides a pressroll- (almost 
bendir-like) effect when you hit the drumstick so 
that it bounces off the skin. The way you balance 
the stick determines the number of rebounds.



  

8. Chain on cymbal/ drum

This modification gives the cymbal a "sizzle"- 
effect similar to the effect you get from cymbals 
with rivets . You get a "riveted" cymbal without 
having to drill holes in it.



  

9. Snare upside down

This modification gives you the ability to play 
"scratch" rhythms on the snares. Be sure to play 
with some caution! The thin resonance skin (and 
the snares) can easily be damaged.



  

Other modifications (which are less useful, 
but fun to try)

Placing drums on one another - gives you a 
whole lot of new sound combinations.

To mount the cymbals so they strike against 
each other - make sure not to damage the 
edges!

Placing an LP-record on the drumhead - funny 
sound , but LPs tend to break pretty fast.

To connect a hose to the air hole of a drum - the 
more you blow into the tube the higher the 
drum's pitch will get.

Playing with brushes on a (pizza-)cardboard - An 
alternative to the drumhead and a cheap 
"practice pad" for brushes.



  

Chapter 4 - Tool

This chapter shows you the various tools you can use to create different sounds.

1. Drumsticks

The most obvious choice. Works for the most 
part. Feel free to experiment with different 
materials and models for even more variety. In 
particular different types can give you lots of 
different tones. Why not try different sticks before 
you buy other cymbals (or other instruments)



  

2. Rods

Also here you find an abundance of different 
models and designs. Experiment, experiment, 
experiment. Rods are used for softer music, folk 
sounds, or in situations where you want a 
drumsticksound with a little brushcharacter. 
(Note: Rods made of plastic are more durable 
than those made of wood)



  

3. Brushes

For traditional jazz grooves or modern dance 
beats and everything in between. Brushes will 
give you a great number of new techniques. For 
example, you can place one brush on the drum 
and roll it back and forth. Or you can hit the rim 
and let the brush chatter against the drumhead. 
Remember that you can play with the butt-ends 
of the brushes to get other sounds. Those having 
wooden handles provide an ok rim click and 
those with metal ring gives you a good cymbal 
ping. There are also brushes that will give you 
both options. Not to mention all the hybrids  
available: Brush/ stick, brush/ mallet etc.



  

4. Rhythm-saw sticks

A variation of usual drumsticks having a rifled 
surface. Offer Interesting guiro-sounds without 
having to use a guiro. They also work well for 
single-handed tambourine-rolls when you pull the 
stick over a mounted tambourine.



  

5. Mallets

Timpani or conga-like tones on toms, a quieter 
snare or simply sounds with a softer attack is 
what you can get from this tool. The softer the 
mallet, the softer and quieter the attack.



  

6. Hands

Most hand-drum techniques work. Congas, 
framedrums and others can easily be simulated 
on a drum set. However, be careful not to 
damage the hands on any hard/ sharp edges.



  

7. Drumstick in one hand - nothing in the 
other

This method gives you two worlds of sound at 
once. Sticksound and the opportunity to play with 
your fingers. Well suited to simulate a darbuka 
sound.



  

8. Jingle stick

The idea is to replace one drumstick with a jingle 
stick. There are different versions of jingle sticks: 
With or without guiro-ribs, different types of 
jingles and jingles that can be attached to a 
standard drumstick. Jinglesticks work best when 
you want a tambourine sound but not dare to 
give a tambourine to someone else in the band.



  

9. Maracas

Works just like a jingle stick (but obviously 
sounds like maracas and not like a tambourine). 
Choose a maraca that will stand up to being 
used as a "drumstick". Or maybe you will get a 
so called "Stick ball" that will give you both a 
maracas and a sticksound. Perfect for driving 
Rock grooves , but also in many other styles.



  

10. Shaker

Replace one stick with a shaker to get an 
alternative to the usual hi-hat sound. Works 
perfectly in Bossa Nova, Samba, or really in any 
groove where you want a smoother "ride" sound 
that will tie together bass drum and snare 
rhythms.



  

11. One-shot shaker

So-called "One-shot shakers", which only sound 
when shaken in one direction, allow more 
syncopated rhythms and work great in modern 
beats.



  

12. Drumbal

As the drumbal has a small handle it is possible 
to lift, lower, pull and turn it. Use your 
imagination! There are countless opportunities to 
create interesting sounds and rhythms. Suitable 
not only in more modern music though the 
drumbal also can refresh old well-known 
grooves.



  

Other tools (which are less useful, but fun to 
try)

Plastic water-bottles - to hit or to strike with, 
either empty or partially filled

Plastic pipes - either so-called "Boomwhackers" 
or other plastic pipes, provide a softer sound, 
and also generate a hollow parasitic sound.

Cappuccino brush - To create long scratch and 
snare sounds

Wristband over bassdrum beater - Gives you 
immediately a softer, jazzier attack on the bass 
drum



  

Chapter 5 - Technique

This chapter will NOT go through the basic techniques of drumming. It mostly deals with special 
techniques you can use to create different sounds and rhythms.

1. Rimshots

With rimshots you mean strokes that hit the 
drumhead and the rim at the same time. They 
are used for strong accents such as when you 
want to accentuate your back beats. When only 
the upper part of the drumstick is inside the rim 
you get a timbales-like sound.



  

2. Rim clicks

Rim clicks are produced mainly in three different 
ways. For the softest rimclicks you place the 
drumstick across the drum, with the tip on the 
drumhead and your hand resting on the 
drumhead. Then you click with the lower part of 
the stick on the rim. The tip never leaves the 
drumhead. Another way is to lift your hand off the 
drumhead while striking the rim the drumhead. A 
third way is to lift the whole stick off the drum and 
then hit the drumhead and rim simultaneously. 
There are also a large number of variations on 
this. For example, experiment with the location of 
the stick.



  

3. "Clap-sound "

When you need a sound to imitate hand-
clapping, you can do as follows: Play a flam 
between either two rimclick sounds, or by striking 
the other drumstick which in turn hits the rim.



  

4. Pressroll or "buzz"

Instead of allowing the drumstick to bounce off 
the drumhead you press it against the drum to 
produce a number of bounces. More pressure 
means faster rebounds and less pressure 
provides slower rebounds. This technique is 
ideally suited to give your snaredrum-playing 
some variation. Replace some strokes with short 
buzzstrokes and you get new and interesting 
grooves.



  

5. Open and closed strokes

For open strokes, let the drumstick rebound off 
the drumhead and for closed strokes keep it on 
the drumhead. This method is also giving you 
more variety, especially in your snaredrum-
playing. This is well suited in Latin-grooves.



  

6. Muting the snare and striking the hi-hat 
with the same hand at the same time

This method works similar to rimclicks, however, 
you do not hit the rim but the hi-hat . If you let 
your hand remain on the drumhead you also 
mute the snare and get muffled sounds when 
you hit the snare with the other hand.



  

7. Snare chatter

Let your hand rest on the drumhead and play  
even eighth notes on the hi-hat. The butt-end of 
the stick will then automatically hit the drum on 
all sixteenth notes-offbeats.



  

8. Two sounds simultaneously with the same 
drumstick

Let the drumstick's ends hit two different 
instruments at the same time. Again, you get two 
sounds in the same movement. You can also 
alternate between hitting with the tip and hitting 
with the butt-end. Remember that you can 
change your set-up so that this technique will 
work even better.



  

9. Striking one drumstick with the other 
drumstick ("dribbling" or "stick shots")

By hitting a drumstick with the other drumstick 
you get a woody stick on stick sound. You get  
another sound when the stick that you hit strikes 
another surface. The stick can either be 
"dribbled" or pressed against the surface and 
then only produce a single note.



  

10. Drumstick in cowbell

By playing inside the cowbell you will get a 
sound when you hit down and when you hit up. 
This results in a steady stream of sixteenth notes 
though you really just play eighth notes.



  

11. Changing the pitch with the stick, hand or 
elbow

Pressing the stick, hand or elbow into the 
drumhead you can change the drum's pitch. This 
gives you more "tones" without having to 
increase the number of drums in your kit. Perfect 
for glissando fill-ins.



  

12. Muting with your hand (drums and 
cymbals)

This method gives you "gated " sustains and 
short/ clear accentuations.



  

13. Finger- and handglissandos

Scratch a finger across the drumhead and you 
will get a sustained tone or roll (tambourines). Or 
use the edge of your hand to change the drum's 
pitch. These methods give you a wider range of 
"tones" without having to purchase more drums.



  

14. Placing one hand on the drumhead and 
pulling with a drumstick over the fingers

This method gives you a short ornament in the 
form of a roll or ruff.



  

15. Playing on tripods

Try to hit the things you otherwise would not, like 
stands etc. It also provides a visually interesting 
effect.



  

16. Snares on and off

Remember that your snare drum works just as 
fine with the snares turned off. Or try to 
experiment with different tensions. In addition, 
you will get another sound by quickly switching 
on the snares though the snare cords will hit the 
resonance head. Also try to play a roll and at the 
same time turn on the snares with your foot.



  

17. Cymbal wah-wah

Hit the bell of a cymbal and then wave your 
cupped hand against it. This results in a wah-
wah effect that fits well in the airy passages.



  

18. Strokes towards cymbal edges and 
cymbal-scraping effects

Gently hit a cymbal edge at a 90° angle to the 
cymbal to get silent/ light sounds or drag the 
drumstick's tip in circles around the center of the 
cymbal and recieve creepy howling sounds.



  

19. Brushes: Vinyl-effect

Slowly sweep one brush around the drumhead to 
simulate an old school noise or vinyl effect.



  

20. Brushes: Backward- or reverbeffect

A sweep before a stroke results in a reverse 
effect and a sweep after a stroke produces a 
reverb effect. Accelerate the sweep towards the 
stroke respectively slow down the tempo of the 
sweep when it is performed after the main 
stroke.



  

21. Stricking drums against each other

Perform this technique only with the outmost 
caution to avoid damaging the drums. The 
technique is simply that you strike together 
nearby drums to produce a little effect. Works 
best if you have two floor toms.



  

Chapter 6 - Visual effect

When you have gone through what, when and how you should play, it can in some cases be a good 
idea to add a visual effect.

This, of course, is only the case in situations where people can see you. It makes little sense to 
perform cool tricks in the studio or in an orchestra pit where nobody can see you. Visual effects don´t 
fit all styles either. But if what you play does not suffer from adding tricks and your fellow musicians 
and your audience appreciate a little visual entertainment so... go for it! There are plenty of 
opportunities. You will find the 43 most useful tricks in my DVD "Stick Tricks - The Collection".



  

Chapter 7 - Add-ons

The so-called "add-ons" give you even more possibilities. Now it is of course no longer about small 
changes like changing your technique or tool. To add "add-ons" means you actually deviate from 
your basic set-up and add new instruments. With a basic set-up, I mean drums and cymbals. The 
most frequently used add-ons are probably the cowbell (on a tripod or on the kick drum) and/ or a 

tambourine somewhere in the set. In addition to these I would mention the following.

1. The Garrahand

Of course you can add any melodic instrument 
to your set-up (Mallet instruments, keyboards, 
even bass or whatever), but the Garrahand is 
what's closest to my heart. The instrument has 
seven tongues, each of which can be tuned to 
two or three different tones so you can create 
different scales with which you can play different 
melodies. The instrument's timbre blends in very 
nicely with the drumset.



  

2. The Pandeiro

The Pandeiro, which is a form of tambourine with 
a skin, is also very useful. It works well as tom-
tom/ bassdrum substitute, but can also play the 
rhythms that you would normally play on the hi-
hat. There are pandeiros specifically designed to 
be included in a drum set. These models can 
withstand a much harsher handling. One 
suggestion is to put a microphone very close to 
the skin to generate even more bass 
frequencies.



  

3. Add-ons that you play with your foot

Add-ons that you play with your foot are always 
interesting when you need to add extra 
percussion figures, even though your hands are 
already busy playing other things. In this 
category almost all instruments that you can play 
with your hands are found. Today's variety of 
mounting options allow for many different kinds 
of set-ups. I would particularly like to highlight 
Hansenfütz pedals and stands that allow you to 
place your instruments in just about any position. 
The most common instruments are certainly 
cowbells (and other bells), crashers, wood blocks 
and tambourines. Try different positions; to the 
right or the left of the bassdrumpedal and to the 
right or left of the hi-hat. The possibilities are 
endless. Add-ons that you play with the foot can 
also be tambourines, shekeres and other things 
that are mounted on the hi-hat and then played 
with your hi-hat foot. 



  

Other possibilities

A Scratcher, which is a mountable cabasa

A timpani

Steel-drums

Kitchen-sink

etc.
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